> 35 Reasons to buy CyberForceField Now
1 Protects Windows XP and 2000 powerfully (and soon 19 Protects backup folders by making them inaccessible
Windows Server 2003 and Vista) even in safe mode.
and invisible (fully hidden).
2 Protects any file or folder in a number of powerful ways 20 Easily learnt, thanks to CyberMartialArts techniques and
from existing or future attacks, from known or unknown
courses along with a smart and powerful user interface.
threats, from computer programs, bugs, etc.
Training includes tuning of the computer for best performances and maximum protection, what you have always
3 Protects any program from being modified without your
wanted to know about computer security.
authorization.
21 Allows you to create unlimited protection layers.
4 Allows you to monitor any program, whether it has bugs or
Each new setting adds security functions that previously
not, without changing or patching it.
required specialized software. For example, anti-diallers,
email protectors, safe installers, application blockers, tem5 Protects from local AND remote attacks: e.g. mistakes
porary folder protectors/inhibitors, honey pots, bug deor attacks from the keyboard or remotely through a local
tectors/inhibitors, start-up folder guardians, system files
network or the Internet.
anti-corruption agents, anti-Trojans, Registry protectors,
passwords protectors, malicious user detectors, etc.
6 Prevents unwanted formatting of the hard drives.
22 DOES NOT need to access the Internet.
7 Prevents the installation of unwanted programs:
23 DOES NOT need constant updates, upgrades or patches.
e.g. Viruses, Spyware, Trojans etc.
8 Protects the users’ privacy, by keeping their files se- 24 DOES NOT consume much resources from the computer.
cure.
25 DOES NOT consume much time from the microprocessor.
9 Protects all existing security programs in your computer.
26 DOES NOT slow down the computer.
They do need protection!
10 Logs alerts, records attacks, and traps malicious soft- 27 DOES NOT spy on the users.
ware and dangerous users.
28 DOES NOT scan the hard drives all the time.
11 Archives the Log File of alerts manually or automatically,
on a local hard drive or another computer through a local 29 DOES NOT annoy you with unwanted time consuming
network.
unnecessary alerts.
12 Is compatible with all the existing programs on your 30 DOES NOT make you feel powerless and ignorant about
computer, except certain security software.
computer security.
13 Empowers you to choose and understand the protection 31 DOES NOT stop working or become ineffective after a certhat you set, which is totally customizable at any time.
tain amount of time.
14 Allows you to surf the Internet safely without stress, 32 No ongoing cost.
without worries about Java scripts, active X controls, plug33 No renewal fees.
ins, active scripting, etc.
15 Allows you to safely download any file from the internet 34 Have fun discovering how to take control, once and
without opening the door to unwanted malware.
for all! CyberForceField, along with CyberMartialArts,
is revolutionising computer security by empowering
16 Monitors changes and protects critical Registry keys
you with the control of the safety of your computer’s data,
that are targeted by Viruses, Trojans and Spyware.
at a critcal time when everyone needs it.
17 Allows multiple users to protect their own files on the same 35 Think about the enormous amount of time, money and
computer.
stress you will be able to save with CyberForceField and
order now. Remember, viruses and spyware can invade
18 Restricts the ability of the other users when they access
your computer within seconds online, even without surfselected private folders, files and programs. Controls what
ing or opening emails.
users of your computer are able to do or not to do.
Your personal computer may be compromised right now!
Feel safe when you leave your PC unattended or when
CyberForceField can help you effectively detect current
you let a guest, friend or child use it.
attackers and prevent further damage!

For more information please contact:
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www.cff07.com
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programs and data files are dangerously vulnerable!!!

Configured properly, programs and data are safe permanently!!!
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All data is stored in... FILES!
Why are they left unprotected?
All the data stored inside a computer can be
separated into two groups:
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1. Executable Files, also known
as computer code, applications,
programs, processes and tasks.
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2. Data files, unlike executable

AND

The more the user learns about CyberForceField and how
to use it, the more powerful it becomes.

The biggest damage is generally not done at the moment of
the infection, giving the malicious software days, months or
years to spread and collect valuable data from all the users
at the keyboard.

Each new CyberForceField rule adds a new layer of
protection. These layers not only protect, but also allow
you to detect attacks, intrusions, and any attempts to break
these rules.

The diagram above shows a computer without CyberForceField, infected by a CIH virus. Not only does it damage data
and programs (e.g. the firewall), it also damages peripherals by deleting or corrupting the contents of microchips in
scanners, printers, DVD drives, USB drives etc. Formatting
the hard drives will not eliminate any spyware or virus hidden in these microchips. It can continue to spread damage
on local networks and the Internet, harming hardware irreversibly.

Most users do not react to attacks before any noticeable
damage has been done. Their security software is likely to
have been corrupted during the attacks and is no longer able to update, upgrade or detect attacks properly. This
leads to more intrusions and attacks, causing damage that
can be irreparable, the cost of which, in time and money lost,
is always hard to quantify.

The Administrator or CyberForceField super user, can set
rules that local or remote programs and users, must follow
concerning access to any file or folder. This is needed in
order to achieve the ultimate security for your computer
or network.

Attacks to your computers can harm you in many ways:
by spying on you, stealing your identity, bank account and
credit card details, or other valuable and confidential information; they can call expensive phone numbers directly
or indirectly. Hackers can also use your computers to store
malicious files and attack other computers. YOU could be
liable for the damage.
Attackers are limited only by their imagination!
Conventional antivirus or antispyware programs are the first

Studies in 2006 have shown that 70% of companies that suffer serious data loss go out of business within 12 months, and
that it takes on average 20 days and $20,000 to recover
20 megabytes of data.
The US National Security Alliance estimated in 2006 that “91%
of all PCs are infected with spyware, waiting for the right time
to strike you or other computers on the Internet. “
Repairing a damaged computer can be very time consuming, extremely costly and dramatically stressful!

Contrary to the approach of competitive products, CyberForceField develops the skills and knowledge of users, thus
empowering them to control the safety of all their computer data permanently.
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targets for attackers. Once disabled and infected, these programs can be used to spread the infections faster and wider
at the next scan of the hard drives or backup drives.

CyberForceField and CyberMartialArts empower you
with the tools and knowledge necessary to take control
over the protection of your files, against all kinds
of known and unknown threats, on Windows 2000
and XP operating systems.
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An attack can infect a program and spread to other software,
and use unprotected files to spread the infection to the
Internet, a local network of computers, and ALSO the
peripherals! People have the wrong impression that software can only attack other software, this is false. Not many
people know about the viruses harming hardware devices.
They are described under the term CIH viruses, which stands
for “Causes Irreparable Harm”.

CyberMartialArts:
Knowledge and skills enhancing
CyberForceField’s protection

CyberForceField is a paradigm shift in the computer
software industry.
Take 100% control of your computer with CyberForceField and CyberMarialArts, and don’t worry
about vulnerabilities, bugs, updates and patches, which
may introduce new bugs.
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Area protected
with CyberForceField’s
customized protection
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Programs infected by
a virus or spyware or
some other bug

CyberForceField stops your computers’ hard drives from
being scanned without your authorization.
CyberForceField prevents any program on your
computer from accessing your valuable data, without a loss of resources and time consumed or wasted
by conventional techniques.

In short, this is the permanent solution you have been looking for!”
CyberForceField is revolutionising computer security by empowering users to control the
safety of their computers’ data. CyberForceField brings permanent solutions to a computer world
riddled with bugs and vulnerabilities - at a critical time when it is desperately needed!
Order now and be secure!
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What are the risks?

Executable
Files
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Data Files

C

Attacks to Your
computer’s
data
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files do not contain instructions
which can be executed automatically by the computer.

